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Dear Shareholders,

I hope this shareholder update finds you and your family well 
as we ease out of lockdown and try to get back to some sort 
of normality.
 
It’s July already and Skinny TonicTM continues at pace as we 
continue to fly through the year, constantly evolving. For part 
of this update, I will take the opportunity to give you some 
insight into how we are going about building the brand this 
summer, which Spencer touched on in last months update.
 
We are very lucky to have such a supportive team of 
non-executives. One of which is Jenny Robson, who is an 
experienced marketing expert. She has been extremely  
helpful in bringing in different teams of specialists to  
produce a comprehensive marketing strategy.
 
Building the brand
 We focused on our social media tone of voice working with 
freesoda.io, who also produced the videos of the factory and 
introduction to the team. Many of you have commented on 
how impressive the factory looks and I congratulate Ian for 
building something tangible we should all be proud of.

Data is obviously extremely important to every firm especially 
from an E-Commerce perspective during the lockdown 
period, So we have been working with fifty.io combining 
D2C marketing with data collection. I’m pleased to report this 
marketing is working very well and has achieved an ROI of 
107% over the last two months, whilst giving us valuable insight 
into who our customers are.
 
We have launched a social media influencer campaign through 
specialists fifth.co, designed to build brand awareness, boost 
sales and grow our following across all social media channels. 
 
To increase awareness and widen our audience, we are working 
with APL Media and with Hurst productions, and we will be in 
numerous high profile publications across the summer, these are 
all designed to boost sales as well as brand awareness, with 
most having a ‘call to action’ such as a discount code which  
also enables us to track performance.

We are looking to explore collaborations and are in talks with 
different spirit companies over mutually beneficial partnerships. 

www.skinnytonics.com
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Above: Skinny TonicTM launches into retail at Booths.

Above: Emoji branded ‘DRNK’, a natural sparkling fruit drink for kids.
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Launch Into Retail 
 I congratulate the team on the launch of Skinny TonicTM  
into Booths supermarkets which has been very successful,  
as has the launch of our budget offering Mixr into B&M 
stores nationwide. Sales are strong and both companies 
have already re-ordered ahead of schedule.
 
Distribution Agreement for Ireland
 I am pleased to say we have signed an agreement with 
MCM Brands for an exclusive distribution deal to Ireland 
and Northern Ireland. MCM Brands are at the forefront of 
working with exciting and innovative brands and they are 
known for having a premium portfolio of exclusive partners 
such as Gin Mare, Crystal Head Vodka, Aviation Gin and 
Skinny Tonic will be proud to sit alongside them. They are 
a dynamic and experienced team that we look forward to 
creating a great partnership with.
 
Emoji Collaboration
 I’m delighted to announce that after lengthy negotiations 
we have signed a 6 year agreement with the Emoji brand 
covering tonics and children’s soft drinks for the UK and 
Ireland. We will produce a children’s soft drink with the 
same values as Skinny TonicTM - Zero calories, Zero sugar 
and no artificial ingredients.  

Emoji were very keen to work with Skinny Tonic and have 
shown great faith to partner with us. The up front costs to 
Skinny TonicTM will be minimal and we will pay no royalties in 
years 1 and 2 with Emoji preferring to put the profits back into 
the growth of the brand. We have interest and verbal orders 
from retailers pre launch and we would look to be on the 
shelves towards the middle of September. 
 
We always look to add shareholder value as and when we 
can and this will certainly do that, but as excited as we are 
regarding the Emoji collaboration and its huge potential, 
Skinny TonicTM is still our main focus.
 
Exciting times ahead!
 
Kindest regards

Steve Wilkinson
Steve Wilkinson
Founding Director/COO

DRNK
A NATURAL FRUIT SPARKLING DRINK




